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Lake Nyos gas disaster (Cameroon): Latest situation
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The Lakes Nyos and Monoun (Cameroon) gas disasters of mid-1980s that involved ˜1800 casualties have received world-wide
attention due to their uniqueness and future preventability. Gradual accumulation of magmatic CO2 in the lakes led to sudden
gas releases. Steady input of gas after the catastrophes implied recurrence of a similar event in the future. Artificial degassing of
the lakes that started in early 2000s at these lakes using a gas self-lifting technique has worked well. Here we report the latest
CO2 profiles in both lakes, and the evolution of CO2 content over 25 years (Fig. 1). The degassing has almost stopped at Lake
Monoun because CO2 concentration at the water intake depth has reached a level too low to sustain self-lift. The gas remaining
in Lake Monoun poses little hazard, but gas build up will resume unless the gas now entering the bottom water is removed. Lake
Nyos still contains more than 70 % of the pre-degassing amount of dissolved CO2. Figure 1 implies that the degassing is slowing
and approaching steady state.
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A preliminary test for the probabilities of major interplate earthquake forecasted by ERCJ
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The Earthquake Research Committee of Japan (ERCJ) started in 1996 to evaluate the seismic potentials on active faults and on
plate boundaries in subduction zone near Japan. I performed a preliminary statistical test for the 34 probabilities of major earth-
quake in subduction zone, comparing with a seismic catalog. The forecast period of ten years has been over for two earthquakes,
but not for others for which the probability was re-calculated with the method used by ERCJ. Expectation of events until the end
of 2010 was 4.2 and three earthquakes regarded as forecasted event have occurred. The number test (N-test), the likelihood test
(L-test) and the test of Brier score (BS-test) were applied for those probabilities, and these consistency tests statistically accepted
the probabilities by ERCJ for major interplate earthquake.
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Attitude of secondary school students to rumor of earthquake and earthquake prediction
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We conducted a questionnaire survey about a rumor of earthquake in Yamagata prefecture 2008, and a consciousness survey
of some earthquake predictions to secondary students in Yamagata.
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”Disaster Risk Information Platform” -Advancement/Distribution/Utilization of Informa-
tion for Disaster Preparation-
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In order to mitigate the damage caused by natural disasters, it is very important to increase residents’ awareness and promote
individual resident’s preparatory action. To achieve this objective, the project develops a platform ”Disaster Risk Information
Platform (Bosai-DRIP)” that can provide disaster risk information to individuals in such a way that they can recognize and man-
age disaster prevention measures as realistic as possible.

One of the main purposes is to develop a variety of approaches to utilize disaster risk information system which can assist the
general public and local communities not only to evaluate their own disaster risks but also to develop and implement preventive
measures in their localized interoperable environment. This is done by accessing hazard data (hazard maps, etc.) and other risk
information (including risk maps for expected damage and/or risk levels) regarding various types of multiple disasters compiled
by administrative agencies, research institutions, and other regulatory organizations.

Among the systems targeted for the general public, there is one system to assist individuals in designing their future life plans
in case of disaster emergencies by considering their own socio-economic circumstances, life stages, and life events, drawing on
public aid and private-sector services and products along with official information on disaster relief and recovery acts during
emergencies. This research also aims to develop a system to disseminate essential hazard and risk information and multifarious
information needed for taking risk reduction actions on an anytime- and anywhere- basis in line with their own day-to-day living
activities.

For local communities, a system will be developed for them to create disaster prevention maps tailored to their local condi-
tions. The system helps the communities’ voluntary disaster prevention associations, evacuation area operation council, and other
parties to create their own maps by adding information, such as life safety resources (shelters, disaster protection materials and
equipment, nongovernmental technical experts) in the community as well as perceived danger locations and shared experiences
of disaster damage along with information on near-miss accidents, to official hazard and risk maps published by governments
and specialists. In addition, a system will also be developed to produce a set of possible scenarios on emergency measures,
restoration works, reconstruction efforts, etc., in time-sequential order based on damage anticipated in the community’s area by
using as reference, information including disaster cases and people’s accounts of disaster events they have experienced.

The risks of natural disasters vary depending on the fragility (physical, societal) of the general public and local communities
that could be affected. There is no optimum disaster prevention measure that is common for all individuals and communities.
The society that we are aiming for is ”a society where each individual and each community independently carries out its own
disaster risk management.” In other words, a society in which the ”empirical-knowledge” obtained from disasters of the past,
”specialists’-knowledge” obtained through surveys of disaster damage and research, and ”self-knowledge” are combined to pro-
duce ”reconstructed self-knowledge” which constitute its own coping capacity to natural disaster.

We have been working on the project for 3 years. In this session, we introduce and demonstrate some systems we developed
and various case studies.
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